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Hail Hail He
nrik
Hen

would never be the same
player again. Of course
they were right, he wasn’t.
Because in fact he came
back better than ever! And
if proof of such were
needed he provided it by
scoring a fantastic goal for
Sweden against Italy in the
So where were you when Henrik Lars- 2000 European Championship finals in Belgium/Holland. This
son signed for the Celtic on that bright he then followed up with 53 league and cup goals for Celtic in
sunny day in July 1997? Ask any Bhoy Martin O'Neill's all-conquering first season at the club. No, not
or Ghirl and they will tell you that this the same player at all!
was a major historical event worthy of

A TRIBUTE TO

HENRIK

such reflection.

I remember hearing the news on a 2FM sports update as we
drove from Enniskillen to visit friends down in Co Meath. My
immediate reaction was Henrik who. £650.000? "Ah Well," I
thought, "The biscuit tin mentality is still alive & well within
the corridors of power at Celtic Park!"
You could be forgiven for thinking such things
at this particular juncture of the clubs history.
After all this was on the back of the Huns
equalling OUR 9 and although Fergus McCann
was ushering in a new era in the East End
(new stadium, new manager etc) any hope
that we had of stopping them doing the 10
had more to do with blind faith than justifiable confidence.

But it is not just his ability to score goals that have endeared
him to the Faithful. His willingness to work for the team often
goes unnoticed by others, to a large extent because he is ultimately recognised as a prolific goal-scorer. Chris Sutton has
repeatedly proclaimed Henrik as one of the best players he
has ever played alongside. It is fair to say that their almost
telepathic understanding is a huge testament to Larsson’s
many other attributes.
He is also a man of great integrity. In an age
where 'professional' footballers are as likely to
feature on the front pages of the nations
newspapers, as they are the back, earn huge
amounts of money and eagerly court the next
big endorsement deal, Henrik bucks the
trend. Time and again he has spurned the advances of those who would seek to exploit his
undoubted marketability for there own ends.
All because he would much rather spend time
at home with his family, time he would otherwise have to give up in order to meet the demands of sponsorship and promotion. Whilst
there can be no argument that football has
made him a rich man even without such
deals, so too has he provided football with a
richness which is there for all to admire. He is
indeed a breed apart from most of his fellow
Pros.

To say that the ˜Magnificent Seven' got off to
an inauspicious start in the Hoops is something of an under-statement. A defeat at
Easter Rd on the opening day of the 1997/98
season, with Henrik having a helping hand in
Chic Charnley's screamer for Hibs meant that
even blind faith now seemed somewhat misguided! But the rest as they say is the stuff of
fairy-tales. Cut to the last day of the season
and a Celtic victory over St Johnstone at
Paradise would mean 10 became 1. Step forward 'The King of
Kings', for it was he who set us on our way with a screamer of But the fateful day draws ever closer and soon all we'll be left
his own with little more than 3 minutes played. Harald
with are the memories he has provided us with. Like the last
Brattback sealed the flag late on with the 2nd.
game of his first season, or the many goals against the Rangers: Singles, doubles, left-foot, right-foot, headers, exquisite
The outpouring of euphoria, relief, celebration, call it what you lobs. Hat-tricks V Hearts, or the one against Killie in the 2001
will, owed as much to what it wasn't (10) as to what it was
League Cup Final. The goals against Liverpool, Blackburn &
(1). And so with Henrik's Celtic career still only in its infancy
Boavista that took us to Seville or the 2 he scored in the final
already he had found a place in our hearts and the clubs hisitself of course. No more will we see the tongue that was a
tory. Of course many of you who remember the day will recall feature of his goal celebrations in the early stages of his Celtic
that there was the small matter of a helicopter that was hired career or the outstretched arms in the latter. Nor will we hear
to bring the Huns from Tannadice back to the Reichstag had
the theme tune from the Magnificent 7 pumping out over the
they done the 10. In light of this I think that 'SAM missiles in
Paradise PA to greet another Larsson strike. 'Oh please don't
the sky' is a fitting metaphor for Henrik’s glorious strike that
take my Larsson away' It is indeed the end of an era.
afternoon!
But it is what he has achieved in the years since that has elevated him to the status of legend. 4 League Championships, 2
Scottish Cups (Hopefully!) 2 League Cups, (Alas he missed out
on the victory over Aberdeen in 2000), a major European Final
and not to mention the small matter of a Golden Boot for his
exploits in the Treble winning season. Yet even in his final
year at Celtic Park he continues to set new records having surpassed those previously held by such greats as Bobby Lennox
and Stevie Chalmers, records that have stood for 3 decades or
more. This is all the more remarkable when you consider he
missed three quarters of the 1999/2000 season following the
horrific injury he suffered in Lyon.
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Whilst I could never hope to do justice to Henrik in this article
I think Sepp Blatter went a long way towards doing just that
in an interview he gave recently. This summer Portugal will
play host to Euro 2004. This is a competition that will see the
likes of Henry, Del Piero, Figo, Beckham, Raul, Zidane, Vieira,
Totti, Van Nistelrooy and Pires turn out for their countries. In
an effort to persuade Henke to reconsider his international retirement and play for Sweden Blatter is on record as saying
that tournaments such as these need the Worlds best players
performing in them. Henrik Larsson truly is a World Class
player.

All that's left for me to say is that Henrik Larsson, Celtic legend, in your presence you were idolised, in your absence you
Needless to say at the time some of the sports jour- will be immortalised. From the hearts of Celtic supporters evenalists that operate at the murkier end of the Scot- rywhere we wish you and your family well, Slan go foill.
tish newspaper scene were writing him off in the
immediate aftermath of his leg break, saying he
Guest Editorial By Holloway Gael
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the 1-1 draw at home to Villareal
nobody was in any doubt that
they were a talented side but the
goals that put us out were nothing special. If truth were told, we
had ridden our luck in the previous round against Barcelona. As
sure as there were outstanding
performances from new keeper
David Marshall and John Kennedy, there was also a realisation
that Barca wont make that many chances in a tie and
not score for a long time to come.

Team Talk
with Southsider
Since January 3rd, it was
only a matter of time till
we became League Champions for 2003/2004. The
team delivered on April
18th with a 1-0 victory
over Kilmarnock at Rugby
Park. After going out of
the UEFA Cup at the
Quarter Final stage to Villareal, this was the perfect
tonic, and one we wished we’d had after returning from
Seville last year. Apparently some Kilmarnock fans
weren’t too pleased with some of our fans after last
years title decider and a few thousands seats were
“unavailable” for this seasons title clincher. I’m not too
sure how the expected us to react back then when they
cheered news of every hun goal at Ipox and watched
their players time waste whilst 4-0 down. The Killie fans
certainly didn’t look too chuffed this
time round when we came back to
celebrate this year’s title in style. We
have reclaimed the dominance we took
for granted in the SPL under O’Neill yet
we’ve had to face up to slipping back a
little on last years european achievements. Beating Barca in the 4th round
of the UEFA Cup got hopes up of another appearance in the final, but it
wasn’t to be.
Many people feared that last years UEFA Cup Final was
the pinnacle for this current Celtic team yet they have
managed to prove themselves as dominant in Scotland
as at any time under O’Neill. The break up of the team
at the start of the season never happened and neither
did they look to be passed it, as some sections of the
media claimed. But on returning from Villareal, Martin
O’Neill was blunt enough to admit that we need around
5 new players to keep progressing, especially in Europe.
And yet, this year’s title proved to be stroll. Even going
into a Scottish Cup quarterfinal against rangers with
only one recognised striker didn’t hinder us. Sutton,
Hartson and Maloney were all out injured yet Petrov and
Larsson still had enough to put us through against a
rangers team who knew losing the game would finish
their season. Larsson duly obliged, again. A comfortable
3-0 semi final win over Livingston set up a Scottish Cup
Final appearance to round off the season and Larsson’s
incredible 7 years with the hoops.
The manner of our exit from the UEFA Cup this
year was disappointing to say the least. After
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Whilst Martin O’Neill looks to strengthen the team this
summer, he did manage to secure the services of
Thompson and Sutton for a few more seasons. This was
no small achievement given the increased profile they
have gained with Celtic and with most players nowadays
facing offers of reduced wages in their contract talks.
Holding on to these crucial players will be invaluable as
we finally bid farewell to Henrik and start to look beyond. Sadly we will be without John Kennedy for almost
a year thanks to a horrendous challenge in his Scotland
debut. And whilst the challenge could have happened in
any game, it would have been nice to have seen his international team mates and manager show a little concern when he picked up his injury. Kennedy was just
coming of age and we can only hope for the best in his
fight to regain full fitness. His progress this
season was a major plus point when he got
over a few shaky starts to join David Marshall as our best prospects to emerge from
the Under 21’s.
It will be an interesting close season for
Celtic fans as we expect to see the first
major signings since getting big Hartson
back in August 2001. We will survive the
departure of Henrik. As sad as it will be to see him go it
must be remembered that we have been here before.
Celtic have always had big profile prolific front men that
invariably broke our hearts when they walked away, as
Henrik will. We never expect to recover but somehow
always do, and usually find a new hero. The board cannot fail to respond to O’Neill’s demands for new players
and lets all hope it is the quality and quantity Martin is
looking for. Expectation levels have been raised for the
fans and the manager who are looking for some summer signings that keep us ruling the roost in Scotland,
and get to the second round of the Champions League.
Now we’re champions again, we
can enjoy this
summers European Championship, expect
some new quality players to be
joining the club,
and have a wee
laugh at rangers
too.

We’ve won the league again

We have
punched above
our weight with
MON in charge. Forever the pragmatist, ON got on with
the job with the available tools at his disposal. He is
turning 'making do’, into an art form.

PLC BOARD DENY US SUCCESS IN EUROPE
Getting to the quarter Finals of the UEFA Cup could be
seen as a victory of sorts, a sign of progress, and a
monumental achievement for most clubs in Scotland.
Not for us.
Given that we got to the Final of the same competition
last season, only getting to this season's quarters is a
step back for us. Two steps back if we're being pedantic.
Its all the more galling when we look at where our opponents from last years UEFA Cup Final are, flying high
in the semis of the Champions League, and going by
what’s left in that competition, they have a realistic
chance of winning it.

He gave it our best shot in both European competitions
this season. The reality though, is that our best shots
were, like last year in Sevilla, not quite good enough
this time around.

We need more quality in the side in all departments. We
need defenders who are wise to the trickery of the
simulators, and are alert to the gamesmanship often
employed by European Teams. We also need a more
mobile centre- back, a playmaker, and a prolific striker
For sure it was great to take the scalp of Barcelona over to try and replace the soon to depart legend that is Henthe two legs. Barcelona are one of Europe's top-drawer rik Larsson. All these will cost money, and wont be
readily found in the Bosman bargain basement. We are
sides, and it’s to the credit of Martin O’Neill, that he
managed to steer us past possibly the most formidable a few players short of getting to where we, and Martin
O’Neill want to be.
opponents that we have met under his stewardship.
Even without the cup-tied Davids and the
out of sorts Kluivert, they have quality
oozing throughout their team. We surprised a lot of people with the result
against them, and the hero of the hour
was young David Marshall between the
sticks; who performed quite brilliantly in
the Camp Nou, and hadn’t done to badly
at Celtic Park either; with his second half
display.
Going in to the Villareal match expectations were high: they weren’t as good as
Barca; they were lower down La Liga
than Barca; they had no European pedigree nor had they the presence of World
Cup winners in their team - unlike Barca.

It’s now up to the PLC Board - and in particular Dermot Desmond - to start putting
our money (some of his own wouldn’t go
amiss either) where their mouths are.
They say a lot and do nothing. They
promised that they are as ambitious as
us, and more recently that they will back
MON to the hilt. Its time for the PLC
Board to prioritise the Football side of the
Club and to turn the hollow statements
into action. Supporters of the Board will
say that the PLC are repaying the debts,
that there is not a lot of money around in
the game these days, and that overspending on Transfers will lead us down
the rotten road to financial ruin that the
Huns, Leeds and others have went to.

I’m not for one minute suggesting that
No one is saying we should do that. But
Villareal are a duff outfit. As we found out to our cost,
substantial investment in the Team at the end of last
they were the real deal and they played the better footseason, would certainly have given us a better chance
ball over the two legs and were worthy winners.
and ensured our advancement in Europe. Getting to the
knockout stage of the Champions League would have
The sight of Henrik ploughing a lone furrow up front,
guaranteed 10 million into the bank. An outlay of three
and later Jamie Smith and Ross Wallace being brought
to five million on players would have been a wise investon as subs late in the second half of the second leg,
ment. Not so for the Board. Now we have an ageing
hardly inspired confidence that the 2 goal deficit would
be overhauled. We were missing our European top guns. squad, and because players were not replaced in the
last transfer window or at the beginning of the season,
No Big Bad John-the away goal specialist. No Thommo
it means that we will need major surgery to the Team
to fire in the crosses, or weigh in with an away goal.
this close season.
The injury to Chris Sutton wasn’t recovered from in
time, so Big Chris didn’t make the cut either.
The PLC Board didn’t give this a thought, and that is
The one thing that became clear post -Villareal was that where they fail miserably. They are not football men,
we just don’t have the strength and depth in our current never mind being Celtic men. Our major shareholderDermot Desmond- is a man who recently said live on an
squad to achieve success at the high level that is the
interview on RTE that: 'Shamrock Rovers play in the
football climate in European competition.
stripes -the same as Celtic”. That says it all for me.
This fact was underpinned by our crashing out of the
Martin O'Neill has said that we need six non-Bosman
Champions League Group Stage One yet again. Goalplayers this summer just to enable us to stand still. i.e.
keeping errors in Munich, failure to score v Bayern at
To be in with a shout of progressing in Europe, and to
Celtic Park, and our failure to beat a ten-man Anderlecht in Brussels-A great chance to record our first away remain consistent in domestic competitions.
victory in that particular competition was blown and we
Our banners at the start of the season in rewere put out by the slimmest of margins after the last
sponse to the PLC Boards parsimonious apgame in Lyon.
proach said it all . . ."Give Martin The Money".
The players' effort cannot be faulted on our European
Lets hope this time they do it.
By Jimmy G
travels, and in my opinion, neither can Martin O’Neill.
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My First Time...

ticular
s e a s o n .
My pare n t s
we r e
n o w
running another pub just a stones throw away from Arsenal football ground. Although it was an Irish bar there was a sizable contingent of Glaswegians who drank there, most of whom were
Bhoys although there was the odd 'Bear' or two!

It was the early 70's when I first became aware of the Celtic. My
Father & Mother (from Kerry & Limerick respectively) were running a bar at the bottom of the Holloway Road and it was about
this time that they were approached by the London No. 1 CSC
who were on the lookout for a new venue and of course they You will be surprised to learn then that it was with a Hun (who
were welcomed with open arms.
became & still is a very close friend of mine), that I travelled 'up
One of the members of the Club at the time was Brian McColgan the Road' for this particular fixture! My Father was strongly opwho to this day I still bump into wherever there is a Celtic event posed to my going as he had bought into the 'No Mean City'
taking place in London. There were also a couple of middle- stereotyping that Glasgow suffered from at that time. His judgeaged women in the Club who never seemed to miss either a ment also had much to do with the explosion of tensions that
meeting or a trip up to see the Bhoys. This was great news for would erupt in 'Scots Corner' (This being the name given to the
area in the bar where the
me as an 8 or 9 year old as
'Bhoys & Bears' would
they never returned from
congregate), around the
Paradise without bringing me
time of an 'Old Firm'
back a souvenir of some sort.
game.
These ranged from pin
badges to sew on patches &
Eventually Dad reluctantly
towels to mirrors. They also
agreed to my going after
bought me my first ever Celtic
'Roy' my Rangers pal enstrip, which I think I wore until
sured him of my safe pasit literally fell off me! I also resage to & from Glasgow,
member being given a Celtic
or to be more exact East
Belt which was very much in
Kilbride. We reached EK
keeping with the clothes trend
just in time for last orders
of the day i.e.: flared trousers
having caught the early
& shirts with fly-away collars.
evening train from Euston.
The belt was wide & white
I was a teetotaller at the
with a huge Celtic crest as the
time so my drink of choice
buckle! But despite this fashwas a bitter lemon. This
ion faux pas a love of the
was just as well as I
hoops was born!
needed the quick reacWhen I think back now the
dedication these people
showed to following the 'Tic
was immeasurable. Remember these were the days before cheap air travel and a trip
up to Glasgow by hired coach
meant leaving London on the
Friday night before the game.
Usually just after last orders &
with the bus suitably stocked
with alcoholic beverages (& a
bucket!) for the 10+ hours
Journey. (This was obviously
the fore-runner of the luxury
coaches that now exist with
fully licensed bar & toilet facilities!) They were indeed faithful through & through.

tions of a sober mind for
no sooner had we turned
away from the bar when
someone swung for me
with a pool cue screaming
that 'none of his mates
were Micks'. Fortunately I
managed to avoid being
struck & he was very
quickly subdued & profuse apologies ensued.
'Well' I thought 'at least
that's the introductions out
of the way'!
And so to the day of the
game, it was an early start
but there was good reason for this as there was a
peculiar local custom
which had to be observed.
Basically this involved all who were present to purchase & consume before midday, a half bottle of Buckie & 6 cans of Tenents.
In those days the tins still had the scantily clad lovelies on them
though I found out in later years that actually this did nothing to
improve the taste..!! Or for that matter alleviate any subsequent
hang-over!!

Anyway, the first full game I
ever saw was the 1977 Scottish cup final when Celtic beat the
Huns 1-0 thanks to an Andy Lynch penalty. I was in Ireland on
School holidays at the time & the match was shown live on
RTE1. This was the game that saw Alfie Conn win a Scottish
Cup Winners medal playing for Celtic against Rangers having
previously won one playing for the Huns against us. (He used to
be a Hun but he's alright now, Alfie, Alfie!).
Then came the parting of the ways when 'Roy' conceded guardiHowever, it was to be another 5 years before I made anship & I was fostered off to a couple of his pals who were
the pilgrimage to Glasgow for my Celtic Park 'debut'. Celtic supporters. From this point onwards it was Green & White
October 30th 1982 to be precise & coincidentally it utopia. We travelled to Parkhead on one of the EK CSC buses &
was again an 'Old Firm' fixture, the first of that par- all the way through to the East End there was relentless singing
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of Celtic & Republican songs. Sean South was by far the most the tunnel before anyone else. Ten jersey's green & white, withpopular choice but it was 1982 and new songs & chants relating out the 'stain' of sponsorship (or numbers I hear the older ones
to the previous years Hunger Strike were beginning to emerge. say) to tarnish them, Songs of Irish freedom would echo around
Weather-wise it was an awful day & by the time we reached the the old terracing before being taken up by those in the Celtic
ground it was pishing. As we made our approach to the turn- end. Although the new stadium is a wonderful structure of which
stiles one of my minders handed me a half bottle & ordered me we are all mightily proud, you can't help feeling that when the
to stuff it into the waist band of my jeans, which I did against my Jungle went something also went with it Ah well, at least the
better judgement, thankfully I was successful in the smuggling walk along the Gallowgate hasn't changed that much over the
operation. We were in the ground about 30mins prior to Kick-Off years and we're beating the Rangers for fun again..!! You know
and even though the place seemed full even then, there were what..?? I feel a song coming on - "Fritz A Grand Old Team To
many more thousands made there way in to swell the atten- Play For!"
dance to well over the official figure of 67.000. The place was Slan agus Tiocfaidh Ar La.
heaving.
Although it was difficult to hear the Huns it was obvious that all
their poison was directed at the jungle in particular, which is
where we were stood. I recall that approximately 10 minutes before K-O the Huns support seemed to part and about a dozen
figures dressed in what appeared to be Masonic regalia made
their way to the front of the Rangers end. All hell broke loose & it
seemed that every one in the jungle wanted to get at them. At
the time I failed to recognise the significance of this display but I
knew there & then from the reaction all around Celtic Park it
wasn't appreciated.
The game started soon after and the pace of it all stunned me,
of course the rain hadn't helped matters. Like me, Paul McStay
was making his senior 'Old Firm' debut that afternoon so I was in
good company..!! The Huns scored first through Robert Prytz
but, as he had done his entire career, McStay rose to the occasion & slotted home an equaliser within minutes of the opening
goal. Unfortunately the Huns scored again through Davie Cooper & went in at the break 2-1 up.
The Bhoys were not too be outdone however and half way
through the 2nd half Frank McGarvey levelled and with little over
3 minutes left on the clock Murdo McCleod was put clear and
drove the ball past Stewart at the Rangers end to send three
quarters of Celtic Park into delirium. Complete strangers embraced like long lost brothers (the support was still predominantly male in the early 80's..!!) and the referee was to urged to
blow his whistle at the earliest possible opportunity. Of course
he didn't, but what's new? Eventually he did however & all that
was left to do was to wave the Huns out of the Rangers end before departing ourselves.
As we made our way out onto Janefield St there was a period of
time which was probably no more than 30 seconds where my
feet didn't touch the ground & it had nothing to do with elation.
(Or levitation for that matter..!!) I was literally wedged among the
crowd and was carried along for that half minute or so. It was as
frightening as it was exhilarating. We managed to locate our
supporter's bus and headed triumphant, back to East Kilbride.
It was later that evening that I met up with Roy who as you might
expect was not in the best of form and not just because of the
result. It turned out that when Murdo scored the winner the Huns
had surged forward & he lost one of his shoes! To make matters
worse he missed the bus back to EK & ended up walking
(hopping..??) to Castlemilk before one of his mates spotted him
& gave him a lift home.
I made my way back to London that same night but had to go to
Motherwell to catch the train from Edinburgh. As it pulled into the
platform who should stick his head out of a window only Brian
McColgan. Needless to say there was much back-slapping &
embracing & we settled down for a sing-song that lasted all the
way back to Euston. The Huns on board were also reminded of
the score on a regular basis throughout..!! So there you have it,
the story of my first ever trip to Celtic Park.

By Holloway Gael.

North Of England CSC's

Seven A Sides Football Tournament
The annual North of England CSC Seven a Side
Football Tournament is now in its sixth year and is
open to all Celtic Supporters Clubs to apply to
compete in.
The initial aim of the tournament was to bring together CSC's based in the North of England in a social setting, and to forge links, build and develop
relationships, and create a Community Friendship,
as opposed to just bumping into each other in the
motorway service stations, railway stations and in
the pubs in the east end of Glasgow on match days.
This aim has been successfully achieved as many
NofE CSCs now attend each other’s fund raising
events, travel to matches with each other and help
out with match tickets when there are shortages.
Blackburn Shamrock CSC deserves a lot of praise
for getting the annual event off the ground originally. Incidentally, Blackburn CSC has won the
tournament every year so far.
Halifax CSC is staging this years event with the
seven-a -sides taking place during the day on the
Saturday the 29th of May, and in the evening, Charlie and the Bhoys will be playing in the Halifax Irish
Centre.
The following day there will be a Liaison meeting
between the Executive Committee of the Celtic
Supporter's Association and all the attending CSCs.
The CSA Bhoys travel down from Scotland every
year and hold the liaison meeting to hear out our
issues, give us feedback on current topics and take
up any required action with the powers that be at
Celtic Park on our behalf.
Hopefully this year, they will bring down with them
the FIFA and UEFA fair play awards and at the very
least; the SPL Trophy. The Tournament is getting
bigger with every year and there are 16 teams
booked so far for this year's contest.

Irish and Scottish based Celtic supporters
When I take my place now at the new Paradise, it is sometimes Clubs are very welcome to enter this
difficult to remember the Celtic Park that I was introduced to. years Tournament.
How you would stand on the jungle, where the first roars of approval would rise because you could see the players coming up

For more details contact:
ODOWD8@aol.com
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Return Of The Prodigal Son
Just lately the man who
walked out on his team during the 2002 world cup has
decided he wants to play for
his country again and has
been called up by Ireland
manager Brian Kerr. Roy
Keane turned his back on his
country after a bust up with
the then manager Mick
McCarthy. He was well
within his rights to complain
about the poor preparation
for the world cup by the FAI
but he should have dealt
with it in a professional
manner. McCarthy made a
correct decision in sending
the child home. Surely
Keane could have voiced his
opinions after the biggest
sporting event in the world
but no, Keane stuck his neck out and put his own pride before his own
country.

sent by his good friend Alex, (er... I mean Sir Alex).
What sort of example did he set to his thousands of young followers?
He was a captain of a team that had a good chance of doing well in the
finals, Isn't a captain supposed to inspire, lead and motivate his teammates? Keane was leading them into the biggest competition of their
lives, They needed him to be calm, not hysterical; they needed belief
not doubt; they needed vision not short-sightedness; they needed him
to be strong not prone to tantrums.
His antics in Saipan, without drawing over old (and still open) wounds,
while undoubtedly being justified in his mind, were not the behaviour
of a man willing to do his utmost to help his country to win the World
Cup.
Having declared himself available for selection for Ireland's upcoming
games, and being picked by Kerr, Keane somehow thinks that he has
won the fight. He is a narrow-minded person who always puts himself
first! There is no doubting that he is a world class player and Ireland
could do with such a player, however, Ireland is not a one man team
and they certainly don't need a cry baby to damage the current teams
spirit.
Roy was once a hero - he still is to Man U fans and Corkonians - but to
many people he is the villain. Whatever he does for Ireland in the future, good or bad, most of it will be overshadowed by the events in
Saipan. He has no one else to blame but himself.

Keane missed the friendly game against Poland due to 'injury', No
doubt he will miraculously recover and be fit again to play a few day's
He doesn't deserve to wear the green jersey again after letting down his later for the Manchester club? Having pulled similar stunts in the past
team mates, supporters, and the people of his country. Who's to say the before, I will certainly never trust him again!
By Rob C
next time he doesn't get his way he'll be on the next private jet home,

WHAT PRICE LOYALTY LIAM?

s u p p o r t that booed Miller when he came on against
t h r o u g h o u t Barcelona in the Nou Camp. That’s in no

Liam Miller burst into the first team and he his secret negotiations with Fergie & Co is way a defence of him, but in my opinion
was the ‘next big thing’. Yes I admit it even also not in question. If he’d been honest such action will only serve to unnerve the
I said it! Me and my Mate travelled from about the fact that he was looking to pas- rest of the team. Every player who dons the
Brum when we played Arsenal in the pre- tures new and would not be re-signing with hoops and who is called into action for the
season friendly and everyone was en- Celtic he might have left Parkhead with a first team squad must be given encouragethralled by his superbly taken goal, espe- bit of integrity still intact.

ment when they are on the park. I under-

cially my mate who hailed from Liam’s The thing that really sticks in the throat, stand the frustration felt by the supporters
County Cork. The thing is we have talked however, is that he made out that Celtic over the Miller affair but I cannot see what
up players who have not quite made the was the only team for him, why do people good it does to the team generally to have
grade, but this bhoy was the real deal, was- do that? In fact how much money do people one of their number booed from the stands.
n’t he? His performance in the Champions really want, if Miller had stuck with us it’s Miller must now resign himself to moving
League against Anderlecht seemed to con- not as if he wouldn’t have been more than from being Celtic first team material to the
firm all of our hopes and expectations that comfortable on the £20,000 per week that Manchester United bench for the foreseeere was a real Celtic discovery whose tal- was offered to him by Celtic.

able future. Well, that’s up to him – there’s

ents we would be able to savour in years to Let’s compare his actions to that of ‘The already a new crop of youngsters coming
come.

King of Kings’. The loyalty and dedication through the ranks who will live and die for

The fact that he ‘came through the ranks’ that Henrik has shown to the Celtic cause the Hoops. Let’s concentrate on them, and
and was allegedly 100% Celtic seemed to has been second to none. He had chances draw a line under Millers departure. As one
fool all of us. Celtic’s backroom team to leave us throughout his career at Para- of the members of TAL’s Internet Forum
nursed him through injury and stood by him dise but Henrik spent the 7 years of his ca- commented, ‘Miller should have been conthroughout, and how did he repay us? Well reer at Celtic conducting himself on and off demned for the rest of his Celtic career to
we all know the score by now, he signed a the park admirably. Larsson is from the cleaning the players cars and boots.’
contract with Man Utd while still same mould that gave us the Lisbon Lions,
on Celtics payroll. That he was whereas Miller’s behaviour is more akin to Personally, I wouldn’t have let him near my
illegally ‘tapped’ by Man U is the Judas that was Mo Johnson – i.e. his is chamois cloth never mind my car.
without doubt and that he mis- the action of a football mercenary.
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led and lied to the club and it’s I didn’t agree with those Celtic supporters

By Brummie Bhoy

Celtic have won
the
league.
They’ve been unstoppable. That’s
why I love the
team so much, I
thin k
t hey’ve
been amazing this
season and have
outplayed all the
other teams in
Scotland.
Celtic are on top
form. We’ve have beaten Rangers every time we’ve played
them. Larsson who is sadly leaving park head at the end of
this season scores nearly every match and what will we do
without our star, world class striker from Sweden. But you can
count on the rest of the squad to carry on for the one and only
CELTIC!
Martin O’ Neil has a fantastic way of arranging the line up at
the start of a match and the way the first eleven get together
to do the huddle. I love to come from Wales and see them
play at home, although it is a long way to come, it proves that
the bhoys supporters come from far, wide, high and low to see
the team play at their best home and away.
The crowd are amazing, singing and shouting encouragement
to the players, not that the players can hear them all the time,
though I think some players can hear but ignore the crowd
and concentrate on giving their all on the pitch, they always
do. A new player to replace Henrik will be hard to find, although the list of players that the fans would like to see at
Celtic Park seems to be endless.
The Scottish squad are short of players at the moment but if I
were old enough I would have a go for my country, which
would make me an honoured Scotsman (even though I’m half
Welsh). I would’ve liked to have seen the Scots in Euro 2004
this year but unfortunately they did not qualify, better luck for
the World Cup qualifiers.
I was at the Wales Vs Scotland match in Cardiff and boy did
we get a thrashing, 4-0 to Wales and I think Scotland weren’t
playing their best in that game and I also think that the manager made a mistake in not playing Pearson from the start.
Unfortunately Paul Lambert was injured during that match and
he is the key midfielder of the squad. I did sit in the Welsh
stand but I was secretly rooting for Scotland to win, they obviously didn’t. Dickov had a go at Savage, or was it the other
way round, there was always something exciting going on in
the match and I think that’s what a supporter looks for in a
football game, apart from the team they go to see. To lose to
Wales by that many goals and to see your team humiliated in
front of over 47 thousand fans and not even to pull back one
goal as a consolation
Celtic beat Barcelona 1-0 and I thought that was really good
for the team but I think the half time problem was a bit over
the top because they sent off Rob Douglas and that was unfair
on us but they got two players sent off in the whole match so
we had a one player advantage and that is partly why we won
in the first leg and they did well to beat them.
I was very disappointed that we lost to Villareal because I was
hoping that we’d get to the UEFA Cup Final again and this time
I’d be able to go to it with my dad. Maybe next time.
I think we would have a good chance if we were in the English
Premiership but I think I prefer to see the bhoys on top of the
SPL. I would not like Celtic to move to the English Premiership
because we might not win the league as often.
I am eleven years old and I like to write about Celtic and how
well they are doing in the SPL and how much I enjoy being a
Celtic supporter. They are doing tremendously well at the moment and I think they have showed their skill in all the games.
Over all I would not support another team!! Even if Larsson is
leaving at the end of this season we’ll still be the best. I was
happy to see Aiden McGeady come into the team because he’s
not only a good player he also has the same first name as me,
although he spells it differently.

TAL Juniors

By Aodhán (age 11)

Celtic Poetry
From The Slopes Of Old Parkhead
On the slopes of old Parkhead,
The heritage of our heart,
The battlecry was the Celtic songs
As the Celts played on the park.
For years I stood on the terracing
In the heart of the Celtic “Jungle”,
Were voices would reach out and sing,
As Johnstone terrorized defenders on the wing.
I recall the glorious Jock Stein years
With McNeill and Clark showing no fear,
The historic achievement of “9-in-a-row”,
How sadly I remember Dalglish being sold.
How Athletico Madrid put themselves to shame
When their talents were for a boxing ring not a football game,
As Jinky was the target of their fist’ and boots,
As the wee man ended up black and blue.
And what a night for the green & white,
When in ’79, they put up a fight,
With 10 men playing the Glasgow Rangers,
A 4-2 win made them League Champions.
From the slopes of old Parkhead, I stood with pride,
Watching Grant & McStay, play in the green & white,
On the sacred pitch, they wore the green,
Playing for the faith of their beloved team.
How the faithful have retraced their father’s steps,
Along the London Road, stopping at pubs on the Gallowgate,
They’ve witnessed games that brought Celtic glory,
And written their names in Celtic’s history.
But the old slopes of Parkhead have been replaced,
As the all-seated stadium has taken their place,
But the songs and the passion, remains just the same,
As the die-hards still celebrate in Celtic’s name.
© Daniel McDonagh - 2004

Ronnie Simpson R.I.P.
It was with great sadness that we learned of the recent death of
Celtic’s legendary Lisbon Lions’ goalkeeper Ronnie Simpson.
Ronnie was the oldest mem ber of the 1967 European Cup winning side and was jokingly referred to as ‘faither’ by his teammates. For those of us who actually saw Ronnie play it was a
privilege and a pleasure. I was lucky enough as a very young Celt
to have caught some of Ronnie’s final games for Celtic and it was
clear that age and injuries (the dodgy shoulder) could not conceal
the quality of his goalkeeping. Indeed it was not until
the emergence of Packie Bonner some years later that
we could claim to have had a keeper of similar ability
to Simpson. If there’s a heaven for old foootballers no
doubt Ronnie will be keeping goal right now as Bobby
Murdoch fires some thunderbolts in at him. R.I.P.
Talman
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The desert in Palestine really does bloom, but not through the
efforts of the fabled 12 tribes of Israel, it simply blooms by
the grace of God, for now and ever shall be. But the greatest
blooms in the land are that of its people. Never has the rap-

look at how freely democratic and liberal minded the state of
China is today!
I tried an example of my own. Southern Lebanon and the
Syrian Golan Heights. Both occupied by Israel.

ing of an entire culture been so shamelessly decimated as
that of the Palestinians, while the world watches and debates

Lebanon is now free of Israeli occupation (except the Shebba

the moral justifications of its invaders. Nothing can justify

farms district) and it showed armed resistance worked. The

what is happening in that land today. No holocaust, no bibli-

Golan Heights are not only still occupied but it now includes

cal tale, no moral high ground.

Jewish settlement areas such as that which litter the West
Bank and Gaza. The Heights had no armed re-

The solution? Don't ask the western visitors to

sistance. You'd think that may explain wouldn't

that land because they don't know. I had the du-

you? But no. This volunteer had made up her

bious pleasure of discussing the issue of Palestine

mind. Armed resistance is wrong and should be

with a young 'International Solidarity Movement'

stopped. Non-violent resistance should be the

volunteer in Jerusalem from of all places, Edin-

order of the day and on top of that I was told

burgh. I was horrified by her thinking.

not to let the other people in our lodgings know
of my pro-resistance stance as it would be met

She told me that armed resistance was never jus-

with possible hostility. I left it at that and de-

tified and would never work. This statement alone

cided not to explain that 4 other people in the

was enough for me to leave the conversation in

room at the time were involved or had at one

disgust but she continued. The resistance are ter-

time been involved with armed resistance in

rorists she declared in a matter of fact way. I

Belfast, the Basque country and Palestine itself

asked if she thought defending a family from an

including a veteran of the PLO in the Lebanese

oncoming tank was justifiable enough to point an

war. I then ignored the comment that since I

Armalite rifle at it to protect the cowering children

was not a non-violent activist, I must be the

and their mother hiding under the table from the

kind of person who comes to visit then goes

onslaught. ‘Don't be silly’ was her reply, ‘You

home to sit on my backside and do nothing.

can't damage a tank with an Armalite.’
I was now intrigued! Not only was this woman in Palestine to
declare to its people that they had no right to defend themselves, but she had brought her military knowledge with her
to prove it. I remember thinking that if she was right, there'd
be a Union Jack flying over Dublin right now, maybe even a
Swastika atop the Eiffel tower.
So, resistance never won anything was her stance. How
about Ireland I asked; Scotland, Lebanon, Afghanistan or the
French resistance of WWII? The reply was to point to Ghandi.
He did it peacefully after all didn't he? The fact that the area
of India, Pakistan and the disputed Kashmir has been in an
almost state of war ever since didn't apparently
matter. How about the protester who stood in front
of the tanks in Tianamon Square was her only other
example. I have to admit this was a classic example
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of non-violent protest at its very best. After all, just

So this was the attitude of Palestine's champions! Lord help
us!
Thankfully, the people of Palestine have no intention of giving
up their armed resistance. Palestinians are willing to defend
their soil and families with everything they have, from the
few old Kalashnikovs still in operation to the many simple
slingshots which they have in abundance. Who among us
could stand in front of an oncoming military envoy spewing
tear gas, stun-grenades and rubber bullets, armed with nothing more than a length of string and a small rock? It seems
ridiculous to think that these rocks are probably why there is
still a West Bank and Gaza today. If there
were no resistance at all, there would be no
Palestine. It's that simple.
Yes we must have non-violent resistance in

Palestine, but for a successful resistance to work, it must be

due to the fact that our frustration is vented at the 4

carried out alongside armed resistance and its political coun-

old-firm games every season? A trite statement I

terpart. Most Palestinians agree that all 3 must be sustained

know, but not without some foundation.

to achieve any kind of victory. Human rights, armed resistance, political pressure.

We also plan to import a new form of resistance to Palestine. A form of defiance to the occupying forces that

So to all from the ISM volunteers, by all means come to Pal-

has been tried and tested in another land with great

estine. Your presence is needed there. Yes you have done

success. This form of resistance was first created in

some wonderful things and its own martyrs such as Rachel

Ireland during the British occupation and has served to

Corrie (American activist crushed to death by an Israeli bull-

act as a focus for defiance by the Irish people, a physi-

dozer while protesting the demolition of Palestinian homes)

cal act which the people can take part in and best of

and Tom Hurndall (English activist, targeted & killed by an

all, involves no weaponry, militia membership or any

Israeli sniper while trying to protect 2 small children from

form of violence. This now universal statement is of

gunfire) who will never be forgotten in the

course the Marching Flute Band. 'Let the

minds of all those who know of their tragic

people sing' says the song. ‘Sing their

tales. But please, remember that when you

stories, songs and play the music of their

return to your fashionable suburbs in Europe,

native lands. Lullabies, battlecries and

America and beyond, the Palestinians remain

songs of hope & joy, for it is music that

on the front line. It is their right and as such

sets our spirits free.’

has been written into International law that
an occupied people not only can, but MUST,
defend itself by all means at its disposal, including legitimate armed resistance.
What can I do then since I am not an ISM volunteer or a non-violent activist? I will continue to help in the same fashion I have always done and no ‘human rights activist’ will
make me do otherwise.

Taking The Hoops to the Holy Land!
Also due to recent events and much interest in Palestine, I am now in the process of talks to create the first
Celtic Supporters Club in the West Bank. The 'Hoops in
the Holy Land' project will aim to set-up football teams
and promote, fund and maintain their growth in the

Nowhere is more befitting of these ideas
than modern day Palestine.
50 Penny Whistles are now in the West
Bank town of Nablus. A group of musicians are to arrive there in the next few
weeks where they will hope to teach the
local kids how to play and best of all, the
kids I spoke to all showed a keen interest to begin. Soon, they won't be confronting the oncoming armoury of Israel with their
slingshots and rocks, they will be able to defy their occupiers from a distance with a few verses of the Soldiers Song, rather than a soldiers stance. The most important thing is that the kids still feel they are playing
a part for their cause. I believe this will be the case.

West Bank for the local kids there. Donate equipment

To promote the 'Hoops in the Holy Land' project we

and team shirts. Help to establish pen-pal programs

need your help. We are looking for donations of Celtic

with the existing Celtic youth fan-base throughout the

shirts (any size or design), scarves, flutes, penny whis-

world and give these kids something to look forward

tles, sheet music, flags (Republican or Celtic) and of

to.

course young Celtic fans who would like to make con-

Why? Well, I am not solely committed to supporting pro-armed resistance. If we can take the kids off
the streets and out from in front of the tanks with their
slingshots we believe it will reduce the number of
casualties currently suffered by them. After all, isn't

tact with their counterparts in Palestine as pen-pals.

Scottish Palestinian MediaWatch

www.spmediawatch.co.uk

one of the reasons
that there are less
Catholic/Protestant
clashes in Glasgow
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Cairde na hEireann
Campaigning for an Ireland of Equals
For generations people in Scotland have worked in solidarity with the Irish people in their struggle for self determination. Over the last thirty years throughout Scotland republicans have campaigned in support of POWs
and against British involvement in Irish affairs. Over the last ten years the political landscape has been transformed. In Ireland the historic IRA initiative in 1994 gave impetus to a peace process which has seen the republican struggle move forward at great pace. In Scotland the end of Tory rule brought with it Blair’s devolution all round strategy for maintaining British rule.
These political developments are of course related and offer republicans new opportunities to advance the
struggle for Irish freedom. As the nature of the struggle has developed so to must the solidarity we offer develop. In Scotland there is huge potential for Irish republicans. Throughout the country there is a good will for
the republican ideal. It is our responsibility to turn that passive support into political strength.
To enable republicans in Scotland to play a full and positive part in the struggle for a new Ireland a new national organisation has been formed. Cairde na hEireann is an umbrella group established to co-ordinate
those forces campaigning for a united Ireland. As well as all Scotland’s republican flute bands and established
solidarity organisations like the James Connolly Society, Cairde na hEireann has groups in every major town
and city in Scotland.
Cairde na hEireann’s constitution outlines it’s aims as
•
•
•
•
•

To campaign for a united Ireland.
Support sister organisations in Ireland who campaign for a united Ireland.
To promote the creation of a new Ireland based on the principles justice and equality.
Support initiatives that are aimed at improving the material conditions of the Irish community in Scotland.
To campaign against racism and sectarianism.

The support for the republican struggle in Scotland exists within a hostile environment. The political context
in Scotland determines that republicans must organise themselves in a coherent and disciplined manner.
Cairde na hEireann will be organising marches and other public events throughout the country. All of these
events will have an explicit political purpose. This is essential as we have seen the media and all of Scotland’s
political parties consistently misrepresenting republican marches as sectarian.
Such attacks do not happen in a political vacuum. Rather they are an attempt to portray the conflict in the
north as sectarian and therefor irrational. While this cynical attempt to confuse and deceive the public should
be condemned it comes as no surprise. Those of us campaigning for maximum change in Ireland must ensure
we organise ourselves in a way which challenges our political opponents.
Cairde na hEireann has also launched an information service which will keep the people informed of political
developments and events in Ireland and Scotland. We also organise a political education course for members
which will challenge the Scottish media bias and ensure the continuing development of activists. Regular visits to Ireland including meetings with political parties and community groups will give Cairde na hEireann
members a unique insight into Irish political life.
From Aberdeen to Ayrshire and right across the central belt all those people who wish to play a positive part
in the struggle for an Ireland of equals are joining Cairde na hEireann. “Everyone ,republican or otherwise, has
their own particular part to play. No part is too great or too small. No one is too old or too young to do something.” - Bobby Sands

For more information contact

cairde.scotland@ireland.com
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0796 303 8448

And we’re still the best supporters in Europe
Opposition fans line up to heap praise on The Hooped Army
The following comments appeared on websites and in the pages
of Spanish & Valencian newspapers immediately after the second leg of the UEFA Cup tie against Villareal.
————————————————————————————
* With the presence of the Celtic fans tonight, we were able to
put to the test the rather arrogant-sounding claim to be the 'Best
Fans in the World ' which we have heard mentioned so many
times in the run up to this game... WELL ,THEY HAVE PROVED
THAT THEY REALLY ARE AND SO MUCH MORE!
And I hope this is not the last time we will see them here!! Ten
out of ten!!
————————————————————————————
What happened here in Villareal has been the most emotional
thing I have ever seen inside and outside the Madrigal, especially after the game when the 'Scots' were going down the
streets around the stadium, they were saying 'Congratulations'
to us exchanging scarves and giving kids their Celtic tops and
other Celtic related stuff. It was incredible and I think from this

————————————————————————————
I’ve just got home - it's 2 am and I'm back from having a few
beers with a couple from Glasgow who we met when we were
over there for the first game. I have to get up in 3 hours for work

but I truly don't care! It has been a privilege to have been part of
day on, there will be a little of Celtic in all of us.
this. What I have experienced both here and in Glasgow will live
————————————————————————————
me with for the rest of my life.
* I, like the grand majority of our fans finished the night singing
————————————————————————————
'Celtic, Celtic...' and the Celtic fans just kept coming up to us to
* What a game!! For the emotion of it because we won and besay 'Well done.' It was incredible, they really do deserve the title
cause we got to meet the most hospitable friendly supporters
of best fans in the world.
that you could ever imagine. Tonight we are all Celtic support————————————————————————————
ers!!
I loved this merry crowd. Approachable and non-aggressive and
————————————————————————————
who understand what football really should be about.
Tell your fellow supporters that they have done something very
————————————————————————————
special here. Before today I had never seen the Villareal sup* I got a bit emotional at the end and have to admit that a tear
porters sing and make so much noise. They did so because they
may have escaped by then. With us shouting 'Celtic, Celtic...'
had learned from your support of Celtic how important the fans
and them shouting back 'Villareal' and then when they sang
are and because they knew that if they were their normal quiet
that song 'You´ll Never Walk Alone'...if any man didn't feel
selves, your renowned support could rob us of a victory.
anything during that, then he is a statue.
———————————————————————————— Thank you for teaching us this and I hope we will sing more like
If anyone here can find fault with the fans yesterday feel free to
this from this day on because the Glasgow Celtic supporters
comment but it will be a mirror you are holding to yourself. This
showed us how.
for me has been a revelation that magic does exist and that so ————————————————————————————
* This morning in the shops and streets, the talk is of the supdo true fans.
———————————————————————————— porter of 'Celtic De Glasgow'. Anecdotes are being freely
* Put me down as a new Celtic fan!!! What support!!! You can't
swapped all over town and smiles are on the faces of the people
compare them to anyone…
recounting their experiences. You are incredible.'

“If everyone behaved like the fans of Celtic we would never have
any trouble at football matches…” - FIFA President, Sepp Blatter
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Hillsborough - 15 Years And Still No Justice
15TH April 2004 marks the fifteenth anniversary of the Hillsborough
Disaster. For bereaved families and survivors it has been fifteen long
years of fighting for justice. Fifteen years of struggling to have the truth
of Hillsborough officially recognised. 'Fifteen' has taken on a great significance in this the year 2004...
15 April 1989 Liverpool v Nottingham Forest, F.A. Cup semi-final, Hillsborough Stadium, Sheffield 15 years of age, Kevin Williams excitedly
went to his first away game. He never came home.
15 years ago 96 people were killed at the Hillsborough Stadium. Thousands of others suffered both physical and mental injuries, which have

reaved families, survivors and supporters campaigning for Justice for
the 96 people who died at Sheffield Wednesday's Hillsborough football
ground on 15th April 1989. The legal struggle for Justice is not over,
despite what others may say, despite the showtrial in Leeds in 2000.
Hillsborough is NOT rubber stamped into the history books. The families and survivors in the HJC continue to fight on.

Reflections of a Hillsborough Survivor - 15 years on
By Gary Burns

I can't stand the month of April, detest it with a passion. To me there
are only 11 months in the year because April doesn't exist. But unfortunately it does and as we enter April you can't get away from it.

remained to the present day. Some have been unable to cope with life

I can't stand seeing April as a date written on anything, like the top of

'post Hillsborough' and have committed suicide.

newspapers or pages on teletext. It sends a cold feeling down my

15:15 - the time, according to the Sheffield Coroner, that everybody
was dead by or had reached the point that made death inevitable.
15 years on - a survivor's perspective
Fifteen years is a long time, some would say 'too long' to keep going,
plenty of time to 'move on', to 'put the past behind you' to 'get on with
life'. What they don't say is 'how'? How do you 'get on with your life'

spine, but there is no getting away from it.
Then there are the other reminders like walking around the supermarket
and sell by dates on food start getting closer to the 15th - another reminder and one which catches you off your guard.
Easter as a holiday has gone out of the window because you know
what's going to follow.

when you know that your son was still alive 45 minutes after 'British jus- April is the start of spring, where nature starts showing signs of new life
tice' says he was dead? How can you 'put the past behind you' when
and a feeling of the end of the darkness of winter and the start of somethat past includes a massive cover up as to the facts of how your son

thing new, but April feels darker than any of the winter months.

died? How can it ever be 'too long to keep going' when every fibre of
your being is telling you to fight for justice for your son because that is

Obviously I have never bought the scum and have never subscribed to

what he would have done, not just for you, but for anyone because that

sky sports or anything else that will line Murdochs pockets.

is the kind of person he was? How long is a piece of string? Too long?
Too short?

I always enjoyed Mayday because of political reasons but now it has
added significance because it marks the end of April.

How do you know? Well you know when it's the size that you want. It's
the same with Justice - you can't put a time limit on it and say the fight
has gone on too long. The right time to 'move on', to 'get on with your
life' is when justice has been attained. It doesn't matter whether that is
six months, a year or fifty years. It might not even be in your lifetime. No

So I find that from the 8th onwards I start trying to recollect what my
movements would have been leading up to the semi in 1989 (probably
struggling with maths homework). But I find that I cant really recall
much before the 15th but obviously everything following the match.

one knows better than the bereaved and survivors how long the last

I can remember doing a sweepstake as I always did with mates at

fifteen years have been. If they still have the stamina to fight on for jus-

school for the first scorer and making sure that I got a standing ticket for

tice then we all owe it to them to stand alongside to show a collective

Leppings Lane because in 1988 I could only get a seat in the upper

unity and strength.

Leppings Lane but not much else.

Of course we all hope that it won't take another fifteen years, however,

I'd never seen a dead body before the 15.4.89, not even a relative, that

we have to be prepared for it and if it does, then so be it. The Hillsbor-

soon changed.

ough Justice Campaign will continue to fight for JUSTICE FOR THE 96
for as long as it takes. Stay with us in that fight.
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So many bodies.

All it takes for evil to prevail is for good men to do nothing

As for many the Anniversary is the only day when you open that box of

What's new to the website and the justice campaign?

contained and allow all those feelings to come to the surface.

The Hillsborough Justice Campaign is made up of be-

Personally I always used to attend the Anniversary service wherever it

feelings held deep inside yourself and open the lock that keeps it all

was held because it was a sanctuary and being amongst others who
understood your feelings for that one day, a place to feel comfortable in
letting your feelings show.
Until the 12th Anniversary when the addresses towards the end of the
memorial seemed to change in content to something more akin to a political broadcast.
It was the last thing I wanted to hear. I don't need my guilt being added
to the survivors guilt I already feel about getting out of those cages of
death alive, when 96 of our friends didn't and especially don't need it
adding to on the 15th when that lock on my box of feelings has been
released.
I just wish that the lectures about issues like standing at football
matches would be kept for another day.
So come the 13th Anniversary I just couldn't handle attending and went

Racist Pollokshields ?
On the 16th April the body of Kriss Donald
was found in the East End of Glasgow. Kriss
had been abducted a day earlier in Pollokshields in broad daylight. It was a horrific
event for Kriss’s family to come to terms
with and shocked all of Scotland. It doesn’t
bear thinking about what pain and trauma
the 15-year-old went through from the moment he was snatched until he was killed.
The murder attracted wide spread media
coverage from the start due to its horrific
nature and also the suspicion that it was a racist killing. Kriss was white and
had been abducted by a gang of Asian men. The media frenzy grew as stories started circulating that one of Kriss’s friends had an Asian girlfriend –
had it been a case of mistaken identity as a group of Asians attempted an
“honour killing” ? This theory seemed a little far-fetched as locals confirmed that some of the youngsters involved in the area’s gangs used their
knowledge of the comings and goings of the Asian community to rob that
community. It seemed difficult to believe that Asian gang members who
were prepared to rob fellow Asian’s would be motivated to kill by a local
white lad dating an Asian girl.

As police enquiries continued, so did the speculation. Now that race was
suspected the subject became highly political and it was only a matter of
worse.
time before politicians and press alike looked to the BNP for a statement.
The fact that the party has no presence in the city mattered nothing to Jack
So the only place for me on the 15th is at the Memorial service, I've tried McConnell and the tabloids as the BNP were mentioned in parliament and
given the front pages of the tabloids. It really was a shocking indictment on
spending the day elsewhere but for me it doesn't work, I can't release
the political parties and media in Scotland that the spotlight fell on Nick Grifthat lock.
fin for his views on the murder and race relations in Pollokshields. The
yawning political vacuum was there for everyone to see and for the BNP to
exploit. The “spokesmen” of the Asian community seemed desperately out
So now I feel that my sanctuary has been compromised and I don't
of touch with some of the local Asians involved in gangs. As the spotlight
know what to do?
fell on the entire area it became clear that there was some racial tension as
well as drug and gang problems. What was also clear was that nothing was
Now I find that the only way now to attend the Memorial is to leave bebeing done about these problems, and nobody was speaking up for the
community.
fore the final addresses which means having to miss the singing of
No matter what the motive turns out to be, the whole episode has shocked
'You'll Never Walk Alone'.
Pollokshields and beyond. None of Scotland’s major political parties has
any program, or commitment, to tackling the problem issues in PollokI would prefer not to but for my own sanity with that lock open, for a
shields - gang culture, anti-social behaviour and drug problems. And of
course the BNP’s interest in the situation will disappear if the murder turns
short time once a year, I have enough emotion and feelings floating
out not be racially motivated.
down the Mersey instead and just watched the river, but that just felt

around without anyone else adding to it.

The first priority must be for the murderers to be caught convicted and for
the Donald family to see justice done. The murder may also be symptomatic
Personally the 15th is a day of remembrance in a month full of shit. I just
of other problems within Pollokshields, problems which need addressed.
Kriss’s mother recognised what she believed the problem to be whilst also
hope we are able to do just that … Remember.
asking for racial tensions to cool. She said “Kriss is gone because of gangs,
not just in Pollokshields, but in every area of our communities. However, I
would urge the public not to target the Asian community because of his
death.”

JUSTICE FOR THE 96

Whether it be racism or out of control gangs, it is obvious to everyone that
nobody is confronting these issues. It’s no use flooding the area with Police
after a murder. It is unacceptable that the only comment the First Minister
made in parliament was to denounce a party that doesn’t exist in Pollokshields. Knee-jerk politically correct slogans are also out of place when people in the street admit a certain level of racial tension exists. It can be taken
for granted that no political party has ever been in any sort of contact with
these gangs and yet that is exactly must be done if we are to understand
what is going on. We’re not going to find out what motivated the killers at a
debate in Holyrood so why should we expect our politicians to know the
issues behind the death and expect them to resolve these situations ?
But we should never lose sight of the fact that a 15 year boy’s death caused
the media attention. Abducted in broad daylight on a Glasgow street and
murdered by cowards. Kriss's sister Samantha said “My beautiful wee baby
brother has been taken away from me but I know in my heart
he is watching down on us and I pray to God that the men responsible are caught and punished. Laurie, Amber and Taylor
have lost their big brother who they love and look up to. He is
such a big part of all our lives and we will never forget him.”
By Southsider
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Business As Usual - State harassment of Celtic supporters continues despite peace process
It is now 6 years since the signing of the Good Friday Agreement,
The IRA has put arms beyond use on 3 separate occasions. Our
leaders are accepted by Prime Ministers and Presidents worldwide,
so why do ordinary Republicans still have to suffer harassment and
being treated as second class citizens.
I recently traveled to Barcelona for the UEFA Cup quarter-final
and had a great time on probably one of the best trips ever. However on arriving at my home airport I was stopped by a plain
clothes police officer and asked if I lived here or was I just visiting.
I explained that I lived here and was asked for some identification.
I handed over my passport and the police asked me to fill in a
landing card, while she went off with my passport. She returned
about 15 - 20 minutes later and informed me she wasn’t satisfied
with my identification. I explained that my passport has my name
in its Irish form, as I am entitled to have, and my driving licence
and other forms of ID would be in English.
I was taken to a small interview room where we were joined by another officer, and searched. My Cairde Sinn Féin badge and a Palestine/Ireland friendship pin, along with my Cairde Sinn Féin
membership card was taken away and photocopied.
For nearly two hours I was questioned about my life. This covered
where was I born, schools and jobs, names of employers, accommodation addresses, as well as details of my family and friends.
Where are my parents from, where are they living, have I attended
any Sinn Féin meetings, have I organized any Sinn Féin meetings
have I attended any marches or demonstrations. I was asked where
I drank are they typical Republican pubs, who do I know who has
been in the maze, how many of my friends are strong Republicans,
what hobbies I had, why I was a member of Cairde Sinn Féin. I
was then informed that they wanted to search my bag and was
asked if I had anything illegal, any drugs or anything that could
cause them injury. I replied no and they proceeded to empty my
bag. There was nothing to interest them until they got to the 12
copies of TAL I had. I was asked why so many of the same copy
and I explained I was bringing back for some of the lads here. I
was asked what “Tiocfaidh Ár Lá” translates to. I replied “Our
Day Will Come”. While she was asking the questions the other officer was busy reading through the TAL fanzine when he came
across a page about Bobby Sands on which he commented
“There’s a full page on Bobby Sands here”. I was asked when I
would be giving my mates the fanzines and I replied probably Sunday lunchtime during the Rangers vs. Celtic match. She then in
formed me she would have to take one of the magazines as evidence in case it was seen as propaganda or promoting terrorism
and gave me a receipt for 1 copy. After reading through a few
more pages she then decided to make a phone call to one of her
superiors and it was then it was decided to "seize the lot" as she
put it. I was then given a receipt for (12 Irish Magazines, "Our Day
Will Come", translated from Irish, taken as evidence, Re: Prevention Of Terrorism)
I was asked a few more questions about my time living in Kilburn,
with comments like I bet there was plenty of tin rattling in the
pubs raising money for the IRA in such a large Irish community,
to which I replied I wouldn't know.
She then informed me she would definitely contact me on the following Wednesday to let me know what decision had been made
with regards to the magazines. After nearly 2 hours I was told I
could go and to expect a phone call on Wednesday.
The Wednesday came and went with no contact from
her, and the following Monday I went to the Police HQ
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to enquire what was happening to my property which had been
seized a week earlier. The officer on the desk informed me he
would get the officer involved to contact me. I heard nothing until
the following Thursday afternoon, when I received a telephone call
from the officer requesting me to come and see her the next day as
there were a few points that needed clarifying. I asked a friend in
the legal profession for some advice and was told to go in voluntarily but if the questioning got too heavy to inform them that I
wished to have some legal representation present. I went along to
meet her on Friday afternoon and immediately was told that the all
TAL fanzines were being returned to me. I must admit she did
seem genuinely pleased that I was getting them back. I was then
taken back to the room of the original interview where the magazines were returned to me along with a receipt to say I had received them all. I was then asked a series of questions, mostly the
same ones as in the first interview along with, what religion am I,
what religion are my parents and sister, my wife and son, what's
my view on world terrorism, ETA, Libya, Palestine, Al Quaeda, the
war in Iraq. I was again asked about my friend’s political views, the
Celtic Supporters Club that runs out of the pub I drink in and even
about the landlady’s political views. Again apart from condemning
Al Quaeda etc, I gave negative answers. I was asked have I ever
been threatened or attacked because of my political views and also
were there any pubs I would feel uncomfortable going into here, to
which I replied only the local Rangers pub, to which she replied
who wouldn't feel uncomfortable going in there.
In addition to taking legal advice on this matter I have also informed the TAL Editorial Team, Troops Out Movement and
Cairde Sinn Féin about the incident.
The political debate about the future of Northern Ireland remains
firmly focused on the need to end paramilitarism once and for all,
as a necessary part of the process of creating an entirely peaceful
and normalised society. Yet six years after the signing of the Good
Friday Agreement, my experience suggests that the peace process
has made little difference to the way in which Irish people travelling to the United Kingdom are viewed and treated by the British
police.
By Ciarraí Bhoy

Police intimidation at Stranraer
In addition to the above story of police harassment, it
seems that the Gestapo at the port of Stranraer have
been keeping themselves busy lately by causing Celtic
supporters and republicans as much hassle as possible
as they pass through the port. In February, police detained a member of the SSP who was on his way to Belfast to attend the Scottish-Irish Celebration where he
was to recite a Gaelic poem. As a result of the police attention he never made it to the event. Members of a republican flute band were also detained by police and
questioned for two hours on the way back from the
same event.
News has also reached us regarding the racist way that
Irish supporters of Celtic are being treated by the police
and port authorities when passing through on their way
to Celtic games. They are being asked to fill out an
"Embarkation Card" upon arrival and, if you write your
name in Irish, they tell you to write it in English. Would
it occur to the police to ask anyone of any other nationality or ethnic background to ‘Anglicise their name?
Why are Irish people now required to do so?

Irish in the wrong place at the wrong time!

Willy Maley, professor
of English literature at
Glasgow University and
another contributor to
the book, agreed that past anti-Catholic
and anti-Irish attitudes in Scotland had
fuelled sectarianism.

Celtic fans sing the praises of ‘sectarian’ anthems
By JEREMY WATSON
SECTARIANISM has been widely condemned as a cancer in Scottish society
that has divided communities and cost
lives for generations. The nation’s leading football clubs, Rangers and Celtic,
often stand accused of being magnets for
bigotry.
But a new book written by leading Celtic
supporters controversially hits back this
week, claiming that sectarian tensions
have been fuelled, rather than defused,
by attempts to strip the club and its fans
of their Irish roots.
A series of hard-hitting essays argues
that Celtic and its traditions, including
flying the Irish tricolour at matches, are
a legitimate focus for the large Irish immigrant community that settled in the
Glasgow area in the 19th century.
A central theme of Celtic Minded is that
attempts to crack down on the club’s alleged sectarian symbols have served
only to polarise communities and stoke
religiously motivated violence.
One of the contributors is Tommy Gemmell, a highly regarded former Celtic fullback who, despite his Protestant background, says the singing of traditional
Irish songs by fans should be accepted
as part of the club’s history.
Composer James MacMillan, who caused
a storm five years ago when he claimed
Scotland was rife with anti-Catholicism,
now asks if there was a "sexual element"
to the anti-Catholic bullying he endured
during his 1960s childhood in the Ayrshire town of Cumnock.

that Virgin Mary worship and imagine allowing yourself to be belted by
‘Penguins’ (the Cumnock word for nuns).
And we were the perennial losers from
the Battle of the Boyne to the various "If you back people into a corner and
battles of Ibrox (up to circa 1966)."
take away their symbols of identity it poThe prevailing mentality was that "these larises opinion and makes sectarian vio‘rogerings’ were deserved, and the ad- lence more probable," he said. "If you try
ministration of them thoroughly de- to ban something then everyone wants
it. It breeds monsters. Recognising those
served," MacMillan adds.
symbols as legitimate should reduce tenCeltic Minded has been compiled by Dr sions."
Joseph Bradley, a lecturer in sports studOne man who
ies at the University of Stirling and the
has been at the
author of several books on sport and resharp end of the
ligion in Scotland.
sectarian
deBradley said what came across strongly
bate in Scotland
was that anti-Irishness and a related
is
Donald
anti-Catholicism, although declining, had
Findlay,
the
been part of the Scottish scene for more
Glasgow
QC
than a century.
who
stepped
down as Rang"There are people living in Scotland who
ers’
viceconsider their Irishness to be primary,"
chairman
in
he said. "They feel that their community
2000 after behas not been recognised and that is why
ing caught on
Celtic has become so important.
film singing ‘The Sash’, a song that com"That community founded Celtic. They
memorates a famous Protestant victory
will always express themselves through
over Catholic forces in Ireland.
that and will continue to do so. Celtic is
an Irish club in Scotland but it and its Findlay said in the past he had defended
fans have attracted a lot of opprobrium the right of Celtic fans to fly the tricolour
as much as Rangers’ fans right to display
because of that."
the Union flag.
The book charts the animosity towards
the flying of the tricolour that persists to "If this book is advocating respect for
this day. In 1952, after spectator trouble everyone’s traditions then I would be in
involving Celtic and Rangers fans, the total agreement. There are both Catholic
Scottish Football Association tried to ban and Protestant songs that cause offence
flags that were construed to have noth- to the other side.
ing to do with Scotland.
"So there is much to be said for saying to

But the SFA lacked the means to enforce
"We were the ‘feminine’ and ‘weaker’ reits demand and the attempt petered out.
ligion after all," MacMillan writes. "All
The Irish flag remains flying at Celtic
Park and among the club’s supporters,
most prominently at last year’s UEFA cup
final in Spain. Bradley believes trying to
ban traditional symbols of Irishness only
serves to fuel sectarian tensions.

A Club In Crisis

"They see themselves as a community
partly under siege and in continual conflict because of the dilution of their identity," he said. "The idea of trying to get
these people to conform to a view of
Scottishness that suits the majority is
not the way forward. A degree of loyalty
has to be given to the state that people
live in but there are other cultural things
that matter on a daily basis.

people have your traditions but update
them and take out the most offensive
aspects. The fact you stand up for something doesn’t mean you are hostile to another man’s traditions and viewpoint."

Stamping out sectarianism became a
Scottish Executive goal after a series of
murders and assaults involving Celtic and
Rangers fans. Although the figures are
disputed, one Glasgow University study
recorded 11 deaths linked to sectarianism between 1984 and 2001.
Last year, a new law came into effect
that for first time linked crimes with religious hatred. Between June and February this year, 260 people have been
charged by police.

SCOTLAND ON SUNDAY—25/04/04
"You should be able to express your primary identity. When we see people flying http://scotlandonsunday.scotsman.com/
the tricolour or the Union Jack we
shouldn’t get it out of proportion. Rangers and its supporters also have every
right to assert their British identity."
Bradley said he "loathed" sectarianism.

A Family At War

"This book is a statement against sectarianism and I hope it will make some
headway against this phenomenon in
Scotland."
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Lennon is racially abused, says O'Neill

the referee's attention."

supporters."

termined that I'm going to take some shifting

Lennon has been the victim

"The public view of me is one of pure disdain,"

from Celtic. I love playing for the club."

MARTIN McMILLAN - THE HERALD

of death threats and an

said Lennon in an exclusive interview with The

That love seems to be reciprocated. He has

MARTIN O'Neill hit out at the "racial abuse' his

assault since he joined Celtic from Leicester

Herald recently.

proved an astute buy for O'Neill and Celtic are

Northern Ireland midfielder Neil Lennon re-

City. The threats led Lennon, a Catholic from

Lennon has been a regular target for abuse at

reportedly trying to get him to sign a one-year's

ceives at many Scottish grounds.

Lurgan, to quit the international scene. He said

away grounds. The jeers reached a crescendo

contract extension which would keep him at

O'Neill was speaking after the match at Tyne-

recently: "As for Northern Ireland, that was a

at Celtic's victory against Hearts on February 8

Parkhead to 2006.

castle where Lennon received his almost cus-

difficult time for me but I made the decision not

when Maybury was sent off after a crude chal-

An SFA spokesman said last night he could

tomary barrage of boos whenever he touched

to go back and I've no regrets.'"

lenge on the midfielder.

not comment on any specific incident which

the ball. The abuse came to a head when there Lennon was also assaulted in a Glasgow street He also seemed to react with an index finger

had not been reported to them, but made it

was a flare-up between Lennon and Republic

in May of last year.

after rough treatment by the crowd at Dens

clear that they deplored any racism or sectari-

of Ireland internationalist Alan Maybury near

He said later: "We don't want things getting out

Park recently.

anism in football.

the touchline in the second half.

of hand with players getting mugged in the

However, Lennon has remained admirably

The SFA spokesman said: "The SFA are doing

O'Neill said: "I find it quite interesting and

street. That kind of behaviour may even make

stoical in the face of the criticism he attracts,

all they can to stamp it out. We have a full time

amusing to hear him being racially abused

some players decide they don't want to join

saying: "I hope I can end my career as a Celtic

co-ordinator for the Show Racism the Red

everywhere he goes and then the minute he

Celtic or Rangers. I think an appeal for calm

player but that's for the powers that be to de-

Card campaign and are making great strides to

puffs out his cheeks the crowd want to attract

would be best coming from both clubs and the

cide. I'm really happy at the moment. "I'm de-

combat the problem."

Duleep
Allirajah

Ron Atkinson did more for racial equality
in football than the anti-racist brigade

Is Ron Atkinson a racist? The issue has been the hot topic of debate
ever since the perma-tanned football summariser called Chelsea's
Marcel Desailly a 'fucking lazy thick nigger'. Big Ron thought his microphone was switched off but his unguarded comments were broadcast in the Middle East. It is ironic that Atkinson, who had become a
cult figure on account of his idiosyncratic expressions - known as
Ronglish to his devotees - should find his TV career in ruins after one
particularly ill-advised turn of phrase.

know each other' (2). More seriously, Paul McGrath, who served under
Atkinson at Manchester United, has revealed that he occasionally
called black players 'coons' on the training ground.

McGrath, though, notably refuses to brand his former boss a racist.
'He was one of the few managers who helped black players in their
careers and he treated everyone well', said McGrath. Other black players too, while not condoning Atkinson's words, could not bring themselves to label him a racist. 'I can't defend what he said but there is
no way he is a racist', said Carlton Palmer. 'No black player who
To some, like Guardian sports correspondent Vivek Chaudhary, Atkinplayed under Ron would have done so if he was racist in the way he
son's comments demonstrate that English football is still a white
treated them, but his comments this week were hugely offensive', said
man's game. 'Despite numerous campaigns among players and fans to
Brendan Batson.
try and tackle racism, the game is still submerged in a sea of stereotypes about foreigners and alien cultures', bemoaned Chaudhary,
The equivocal reaction of these black players towards Big Ron's blunoverlooking the minor fact that English professionals had just voted
der reflects a wider confusion about how we define racism. Is it about
for a black Frenchman as their player of the year (1). In truth the dean individual's use of language or the way our society treats black
bate about whether Ron is a racist tells us more about how the conpeople? I reckon it's the latter. The crucial question is whether black
cept of anti-racism has been twisted beyond recognition, than about
people are treated as equals or as inferiors. Ron Atkinson was the first
the extent of racism in football.
football manager to practise equal treatment. To me that's the essence of anti-racism. Or at least it ought to be. However, over the
Of course, to call someone a nigger is an insulting racial slur. Big Ron
past 20 years, anti-racist campaigns have been concerned less with
should have known that the word 'nigger' has become the most taboo
equal treatment and more with enforcing the correct racial etiquette.
word in our society. Did he also fail to notice that careless racial talk
cost Tory MP Ann Winterton and TV presenter Robert Kilroy-Silk their
I think that reducing anti-racism to a question of good racial manners
jobs recently? He should forfeit his spotter's badge for not seeing that
is a soft option. It's easy to learn by rote the correct terminology, far
one coming. But does he deserve to forfeit his TV career too? I don't
easier than delivering real equality. And that's why I'm defending Big
think so.
Ron regardless of his racial gaffes. In helping to make football one of
the few social arenas in which black people are treated as equals, AtRon Atkinson should not be pilloried as a racist for one simple reason kinson did something far more radical than anything the mind-yourthat he treated black players equally. Atkinson became manager of
language brigade will ever achieve.
Spiked Online
West Bromwich Albion in 1977, a time when black players had bananas hurled at them and were routinely subjected to monkey grunts
and chants of 'kill the nigger'. Ron was one of the pioneering managers who ignored skin colour and selected players on merit. 'They could
be yellow or purple and have two heads as long as they can play', he
used to say.
The perception of black footballers back then was perfectly encapsulated by former Crystal Palace chairman Ron Noades' infamous remarks that 'the black players at this club lend the side a lot of skill
and flair, but you also need white players in there to balance things up
and give the team some brains and some common sense'. Ron Atkinson broke the mould by building his team around three black players Brendan Batson, Laurie Cunningham, and Cyrille Regis. Atkinson,
moreover, debunked the myth that black players did not possess leadership qualities by appointing Batson his club captain.
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Atkinson, however, was never well versed in the PC linguistic conventions that are now obligatory. He dubbed his
trio of black stars the 'Three Degrees', nicknames which,
as Times columnist Simon Barnes observes, 'betray the
uneasiness white people felt about accepting non-whites,
an uneasiness papered over with nervous, unfunny jokes,
much as people do at a cocktail party when they don't

‘ I’m not a racist’ Says Big Ron

landowning capitalists. Thousands were
crossed destroyed. In
cleared off their land to make way for sheep.
1603 things got worse
First to the coasts in the kelp industry and
when James VI of Scotthen the slums of Glasgow and its emerging
land united the crown
Before roads existed, the seaways were the with England. He was an anti-catholic bigot factories and shipyards. Many others fled on
boats to the New World.
highways for the Gaels in Ireland. The
who enjoyed burning witches for fun. In
Sruth na Maoile which separates Aontrom
1609 he forced the Statutes of Iona on the The Gaels began to fight back at the end of
(Antrim) and Earra-ghaidheal (Argyll) is
Gaidhealtachd. James banned the keeping
the 19th century when the crofters fought for
their land rights. But Gaelic was still being aconly 13 miles wide. For this reason it is
of poets (the bardic tradition being so imtively repressed and there are people alive
hard to know when Gaelic first appeared in portant to Gaels in Ireland and Scotland)
today with tales of punishment received for
Scotland. However most historians agree
by nobles and obliged heirs of well-to-do
there was a large-scale migration around
people to be educated in English. The Edu- speaking Gaelic in school.
300AD. The Romans called these Gaels
cation Act of 1616 provided for the planting The current Gaelic revival began around 1980.
Scotii from which came the name Scotland. of the English tongue in place of Gaelic. Not The Gaelic Pre-School Council (CNSA) set up
the first Gaelic playgroups in 1982 and the
They built forts all over Argyll to defend
even the Bible was to be translated into
Gaelic development group, Comunn na
themselves from the Picts. The Picts were
Gaelic. Partly because of this policy, the
Gàidhlig (CnaG) was established in 1984.
probably Brythonnnic speaking Celts like
Reformation was very slow in coming to the
At the most recent census, in 2001, 59000
the Welsh, Cornish and Bretons. Colm Cille Gaidhealtachd.
Gaelic-speakers were identified in Scotland,
(St. Columba) arrived on the island of Iona
When the crown was restored after Cromwith 60% of those in the highlands and isin 463 and set up his monastery which was
well the catholic highlanders supported the lands and the rest mainly in the large cities
renowned throughout
Europe. The Gaels
National Museum of Ireland
Ard-mhuseum na h-Eireann
moved north and westAnns na laithean dona seo
In these evil days,
wards evidenced by
is seann leòn Uladh 'na ghaoid
when the old wound of Ulster is a disease
place names all over
lionnrachaidh 'n cridhe na h-Eòrpa
suppurating in the heart of Europe
Scotland many with links
agus an cridhe gach Gàidheil
and in the heart of every Gael
back to the old country.
dh' an aithne gur h-e th' ann an Gàidheal,
who knows that he is a Gael,
Strathearn in Stirlingcha d' rinn mise ach gum facas
I have done nothing but see
shire from Srath Eireann
ann
an
Ard
Mhuseum
na
h-Eireann
in
the National Museum of Ireland
meaning the Strath
spot mheirgeach ruadh na fala
the rusty red spot of blood,
(valley) of Ireland. Ken's i caran salach air an léinidh
rather dirty, on the shirt
neth MacAlpine united
a bha aon uair air a' churaidh
that was once on the hero
Picts and Scots in 843AD
as docha leamsa dhiubh uile
who is dearest to me of them all
after the Picts had dea sheas ri peileir no ri béigneid
who stood against bullet or bayonet,
feated the Angles a cenno ri tancan no ri eachraidh
or tanks or cavalry,
tury and a half earlier at
no
ri
spreaghadh
nam
bom
éitigh;
or
the
bursting
of frightful bombs:
Nechtansmere. He was
an léine bh' air O Conghaile
the shirt that was on Connolly
the first unified King of
ann an Ard Phost-Oifis Eirinn
in the General Post Office of Ireland
Alba still today the
's
e
ag
ullachadh
na
h-ìobairt
while he was preparing the sacrifice
Gaelic word for Scotland
a chuir suas e fhéin air séithir
that put himself up on a chair
(Albainn in Irish). Gaelic
as
naoimhe
na
'n
Lia
Fàil
that
is holier than the Lia Fail
became the lingua
th' air Cnoc an Teamhrach an Eirinn.
that is on the hill of Tara in Ireland.
franca of Scotland by the
time of MacBeth. It was
Tha an curaidh mòr fhathast
The great hero is still
the language of law, the
'na shuidhe air an t-séithir,
sitting on the chair
royal court and the maag cur a' chatha 'sa' Phost-Oifis
fighting the battle in the Post Office
jority of the population.
's ag glanadh shràidean an Dùn-Eideann.
and cleaning the streets in Edinburgh.
Placename evidence
throughout the Borders
Stuarts in their wars against first the Wilincluding 10,000 in Glasgow.
and Galloway dispel the anglo-centric lowliamites then the Hanoverians. They were
land myths that Gaelic never existed in
Today in Scotland, there are a little over 3000
joined in the 1745 Rising by lowland nathese areas. e.g Stranraer from An t-Sron
tionalists raging at the sell-out of Scotland’s children receiving their primary school educaReamhar (fat nose) a reference to the lie of
independence by the nobles in 1707. After tion under Gaelic-medium provision and there
the land at Loch Ryan rather than Derek
are many pre-school playgroups. The first
gloriously smashing the redcoats out of
stand-alone Gaelic primary school in Scotland
Johnstone's coupon.
Scotland they invaded England, an enteropened in the Autumn of 1999 in Glasgow.
However the Norman invasion of England in prise that may have succeeded had the
One would hope that this model will be repli1066 drove the Anglo-saxon nobility north- French invaded as promised. It didn't mate- cated in the other major cities in the near fuwards and the Gaelic King Calum Ceann
rialise and the Highlanders were forced to
ture.
Mòr (Malcolm III) married Margaret of Eng- retreat north constantly giving the Hanoveland. Anglo-Norman became the language
rians trouble at Clifton then defeating them The Gaelic College, Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, in the
Isle of Skye has taken a very significant leap
of the court and Gaelic's influence began to at Falkirk. However they were eventually
wane. During the 12th century, the Norman caught up with, tired and outnumbered on forward with its involvement in the University
of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) project.
barons were gifted lands and titles by the
Culloden Moor on April 16th 1746 and deProgress has not been so good on a dedicated
Scots kings. Scotland at this time was host feated. What came afterwards disgraced
Satellite TV channel. Bòrd na Gàidhlig are
to a number of languages; in the South
not for the last time the British army as
stuck negotiating with Westminster who retain
there was Inglis, French, Flemish, Welsh,
they raped and pillaged their way across
control of broadcasting. They are not fulfilling
Latin in the church, Old Norse in some of
the glens in pursuit of the Prince.
their duties under the European Charter on
the islands, Gaelic in the North and also in
Minority Languages and have been criticised
The highlands were never to be the same
the Southwest. The Gaels were growing
recently for dragging their feet.
again; repressive Acts were imposed by the
suspicious of the Southerners. They felt be- British government on the Gaels. These Acts
And finally, the Scottish parliament has retrayed since they were the ones who had
forbade the wearing of tartan and the use of
cently published a Gaelic Bill for the first time.
defeated the Angles in battle and yet the
the highland pipes. Land was also taken from Activists know it goes nowhere near far
power had now moved south into the land
the clan chiefs who sided with the Jacobites.
enough and are pushing for imwhere the Angles had settled.
This left the highlands in turmoil.
provements especially as it fails to

Gaelic in Scotland

The reformation brought another blow as
the language was regarded as catholic,
Irish and backward. Many valuable manuscripts were lost and churches and celtic

Starving, men were pressed into service with
the British army in Canada and the colonies to
the south. By the 19th century the clan chieftains had been converted to English-speaking

mention education or broadcasting. We can only hope the tide has
turned and Gaelic will return to
the centre of Scottish life but
there are many battles ahead.
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Easter commemorations - Vol. Sean McIlvenna RFB
Saturday - WHITEWELL, North Belfast. rade for the Vol. Sean McIlvenna RFB was
to take place just over the border in Dundalk.
Just 3 hours after arriving in Belfast the
Surprisingly the band was in good shape
members of the Vol. Sean 'MAXI' McIlvenna despite a good drinking session with the ArRFB were in action. Their first Easter commagh bhoys the previous night.
memoration parade was to be one of the
most contentious republican parades of the Before Dundalk though the 'maxi' were to
weekend. They were to be joined by the Wil- rank up.....in the loyalist town of Markethill.
liam Orr RFB (Antrim) and the Lagan Valley While passing through some bright spark
came up with the idea of getting the bands
RFB.
picture taken in full uniform in the middle of
To many the Whitewell district of North Bel- the town! No sooner had it been said than
fast is relatively unheard of. An area which
the bhoys and ghirls were out letting the
has had to endure loyalists attacks for so
people of Markethill see what a proper flute
many years but still the people stand strong band looks like.
against the gangsters of the UDA. Exclusively loyalist estates such as the White city The parade in Dundalk was attended by
around 300 republicans with some from as
and Tigers Bay surround the area. One of
far afield as Dublin and even Falkirk!
the members of the Lagan Valley RFB
summed the area up by saying
"when they talk of two different factions in these parts they are talking
about the UDA and the UVF".
This was evident when we arrived at
the start of the parade when around
30 men from the local UDA who
were planning on demonstrating
against the parade met us. This was
my first time in the Whitewell but
you could sense the tension which
hangs over the area.
Around 400 republicans took part in
the parade which passed off without
incident despite the presence of the
neighbouring loyalists whose numbers had swelled to around 70 by
now. As the bands marched down
the towards them the drums got
louder and the chant of IRA grew stronger.
The message to the loyalists and the RUC/
PSNI who were dressed in full riot gear was
clear.. "THE PEOPLE OF THE WHITEWELL
WILL NEVER BOW TO LOYALISTS".
After a tour of the area the parade ended at
the Bawnmore Republican garden of remembrance. The scene was set perfectly as
the speeches were read and our past Volunteers were remembered. A 30 foot tri-colour
proudly waved from one building to the next.
The parade was to end with the William Orr
RFB playing the anthem.
The parade was a complete success for everyone involved and will hopefully become an
annual event.
For the members of the 'Maxi' their trip to the
Whitewell was more than worth it. The band
had played immensely and was loudly
cheered by the locals at the end. Their biggest tribute though, came when the people
of the area made it clear they would be welcome back with open arms anytime they so
wished. An invitation that I am sure will be
accepted in the near future.
For now it was onto Armagh
which would become 'base' for
the next three days.

Easter Sunday - DUNDALK
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Sunday's commemoration pa-

most of all his beloved family. We too share
their pain and feel very proud and honoured
to be allowed to march under the name of
Sean McIlvenna"
ARMAGH CITY
A very large crowed gathered outside the
Sinn Fein office in Irish St in the heart of Armagh city on a drizzly Monday afternoon to
take part in the Armagh commemoration parade.
In attendance alongside the Vol. Sean
McIlvenna RFB was another Glasgow band,
the Vol. Martin 'Doco' Doherty RFB. The parade marched to the graveyard for the reading of the proclamation, the roll of honour
and orations by Sinn Fein representative Pat
Docherty. It then made its way to
the Shambles area were it was to
end to a huge applause and appreciation of both bands. Once
again the VSM RFB had played
fantastically, but credit must go to
the Doco band who despite being
short on numbers, were brilliant
throughout the whole parade.
After the parade it was back to the
Pearse Og club were refreshments
were served and the two bands
managed to share a couple of
pints with each other before the
Doco made it's way back to Newry
were they were based.

Tuesday - ARDOYNE
The final Easter commemoration
parade for the Maxi was to take
It was led by a colour party with the Vol.
place in one of the most staunchest republiSean McIlvenna RFB and the Vol's Brendan can areas in the six counties, Ardoyne, North
Burns and Brendan Moley RFB
Belfast.
(Crossmaglen) respectively. The parade was
to march from the town centre to the ceme- A place that has suffered at the hands of the
tery, where the speeches and proclamation loyalist death squads as much a s anywhere.
was read. With the sun shining more people A place where not so long ago the loyalist
scum tried to stop children making their way
had come onto the streets as the parade
made it's way back to the town centre. It was to school. Credit though to the people of Ardoyne/Cliftonvile/Oldpark as they have stood
rounded off with the Vol. Sean McIlvenna
up to the cowards and have fought back and
RFB playing the anthem.
showed that they will never be beaten.
Monday - BLACKWATERSTOWN
As the band arrived it seemed as the whole
community had gathered to pay their reAround 50 people gathered at the spot
spects to our republican dead. The march
where Volunteer Sean McIlvenna was
gunned down on the 17th Dec 1984 while on was very impressive and was led by the
VSMRFB followed by a republican colour
active service.
party. A speech was made by Sinn Fein TD
This annual remembrance is a sombre occa- for Louth Arthur Morgan who commended
sion where Sean's family and friends gather the volunteers of the area for the sterling
to remember not only a brave, dedicated vol- work carried out by members of Oglaigh na
unteer but also a loving husband, father and h'Eireann in the area of the last three decgreat friend to so many.
ades. He also asked people to get behind
Sinn Fein in the forthcoming European elecThe band played Sean's song, 'Lying
tions and by doing so, you will be helping the
eyes' before rounding the occasion off with
Republican Movement move towards seeing
the playing of the anthem. To the band
areas such as Ardoyne, Armagh, Dundalk
members this occasion lets them pay their
and the Whitewell free from British rule.
respects to a man, despite never meeting,
feel they have known all their lives. One
member quoted "Despite this being the 20th
anniversary of Sean's death, the grief and
pain are their still there for his friends and

After the parade refreshments were dished
out in the GAA club before it was time to
head back home and reflect on what had
been a weekend to remember. By Bubbles!

James Connolly March
Sat. June6th 2004
Collusion it’s not an Illusion

This years James Connolly march and rally will
take place in Edinburgh
on Saturday June 5th.
First held in the mid
eighties the Connolly
commemoration is one of
the most established republican events on this
island. Over the years republicans have had to
fight for our right to
march through the city of Connolly’s birth. Political attacks from all of Scotland’s political parties
and media have been joined by physical attacks
from the Orange Order, BNP and other far right
groups.
Republicans in Scotland fought a successful
campaign defending our right to march on our
streets and commemorate James Connolly.
While celebrating the life and work of Connolly is
our primary aim the march represents much
more than that. Connolly’s politics are as relevant today as they were one hundred years ago.
The march has always attempted to reflect this
in the speakers who have addressed the rally. In
previous years these have included Sinn Fein’s
Gerry Kelly, former hunger striker Pat Sheehan
and representatives of Herri Batasuna in the
Basque Country.
The theme of this years march will be Collusion.
The murder of citizens through collusion with
Unionist death squads is a British state policy in
Ireland. Hundreds of people were killed in a
campaign of British state sponsored murder.
The agents of the state involved in collusion
were not mavericks rather they were carrying
out official government policy. The British government has never accepted responsibility for
the deaths which resulted from this policy. No
politician who sanctioned this policy has been
called to account for their actions and the policy
has never been reversed. The victims of collusion and their families have a right to the truth
about collusion.
Assemble King Stables Road, Edinburgh 1pm.

For more information contact
cairde.scotland@ireland.com
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Tiocfaidh Ár Lá
TAL FANZINE PRESENTS

The Scottish Cup Final Party

Spirit Of Freedom

Claymore
Paddy Rooney
and Republican Flute Bands
Saturday 22nd May 2004
All-Day Event at the Up ‘n Down Club
Westmoreland Street, Queen’s Park, Glasgow

Match Live On Big Screen
Downstairs - 12pm-6pm - Admission £2 at door
Upstairs - 7pm-Late - Admission £8 (Ticket)
Tickets from A1 Music, Bar 7, Hoops Bar (Gallowgate) & Up ‘n Down

